OHM present script
(Adresing the audience)
● At the dawn of time, or slightly before that, our Robotic Overlords have identified
opportunities for profit, but an epic argument about which was superior, Start Wars or
Star Trek has erupted, resulting in several eons of sulking. This cosmic amount of
butthurt has forced the the three prime forces of the universe, The Observe, The Hack
and The Make to separate in a violent cosmic event.
● Throughout the ages, these separate forces swirled chaotically and the Universe lacked
balance and a sense of direction.
● But all of that is about the change, as a motley band of adventurous hackers, named
OHM Orga, sets forth on their pink plastic steeds, out to unify the three forces, and
restore the balance of the universe.
● We, the steelgnomes of the Sparkshack, have heard of this epic endeavour and wish to
bestow a gift to the fellowship of OHM.
● Please, Dreaded Leader of the OHM Orga, or whoever else is available, the Volunteers
of the Sparkshack bid you to come to the stage !
(As the orga arrives, and stands, the Steelgnomes kneel before them, LART on our knees, still
wrapped in a sheet, We now address the orga)
● We have Observed the perilous situation, analyzed the plans and progress,we ran some
simulations, fudged the data, argued about it and then had same Mate. We identified
many potential dangers on your journey. To aid your quest, we have Hacked ancient farm
machinery, heavy metals, multicomponent polymers, space age fibers and some really
nice paint. On a bed of coal, glowing redhot like the Xbox ring of of death, we have
harnessed the powers of oxidation, invoked the spirits of Volta, Ohm and Ampere, then
added some decorative touches to Make you a mighty artifact.
● We have come from our humble Sparkshack, all the way from the edge of Mordor on the
F field, just past the bar, across the little bridge, on the left, across the treacherous ditch
filled with crocodiles and vicious mosquitoes, and through the deep fiber forest of the
field of T!
● We humbly present you this potent artifact, that that may help you unify the Observe, the
Hack and the Make by banishing Trolls, LUsers and b0rken equipment during your quest.
● We present you...
(LART in unwrapped with a dramatic gesture and raised over our heads to be handed to them)
● The OHM Banhammer of LARTification !!
(Bow and hand it over)
● May it aid your noble quest, may its magic light guide you and may you never stub your
toes on it shouting “Who the fuck left this thing here!”. In the case its magic runs out, use
this complimentary USB cable to recharge it again. Please tick the checkbox confirming
that you have read the safety instruction. Thank you.
(applause, exit stage)

